Course Content

Morning Session

Module 1: Introduction
+ AppD Overview
+ Understanding Application-Tier-Node Flow

Module 2: AppD Architecture and Components
+ AppD Architecture
+ Controller
+ Application Agent
+ Machine Agent
+ Event Service
+ DB Agent
+ Analytics Agent
+ EUM

Module 3: AppD Deployment Models Overview
+ SaaS
+ On-Premise

Module 4: Analyzing an Application
+ Application Architecture Overview
+ Flow Maps
+ Business Transactions
+ Transaction Snapshots

Module 5: Baselines, Metrics and Service Endpoints, Information Points
+ Baselines
+ Metrics
+ Service End Points
+ Information Points

Module 6: AppD Custom Dashboard & Reports
+ Custom Dashboard Overview
+ Custom Templates
+ Reports Overview
+ On-Demand Reports
+ Scheduled Reports

Afternoon Session

Labs
+ Exploring AppD Dashboard
+ Application Agent Registration
+ Monitoring an Application
+ Monitoring the Server Metrics using Machine Agent
+ Monitoring Database Metrics using Database Agent
+ Experimenting Browser RUM
+ Create Information Points
+ Create Custom Dashboard
+ Run Reports

To register for an ePlus cloud training course, contact us today.

Call: 888.482.1122
Email: CloudServices@eplus.com
Web: www.eplus.com/cloud

Where Technology Means More®